
Who is Skynamo for?
Skynamo is the complete sales solution for companies with teams of sale reps

in the field, selling products to an existing customer base. The perfect solution

to streamline the day to day process of both sales reps and sales managers,

Skynamo is an app that can benefit everyone involved.

Why Skynamo?

Mobile first

Unlike applications that simply

offer mobile access to their

software, Skynamo has been

developed specifically as an

app for mobile devices, which

means a superior experience

for mobile users and access to

all functionality - even offline.

Cloud-based

No major hardware,

infrastructure or technology

expertise or investment

required. Get set up and

going in minimal time.

GPS tracking

Automatically track sales

activity to cut down on

administrative tasks for sales

reps, increase transparency,

and compile valuable insights

that enable smarter sales

decisions.

John Manolakis
Managing Director, Studex Christoff Sonnekus

Sales Manager, Triangle Lubricants

Sales Reps

Skynamo’s automation and GPS technology features rid

sales reps of the admin that can slow down their day,

allowing for more time to get to the stuff that really

matters, selling! Skynamo gives reps a strong arsenal of

data and statistics that could prove clinical in securing a

big sale.

Sales Managers

Skynamo gives sales managers and business owners a

real-time or historic view of all field sales activity. This

allows you to be in control of what is happening in the

present and take a deeper look into the results you have

achieved in the past. Move from micro-managing to

coaching your sales team and watch sales soar!

"A good sales mobility system is one that allows

management to keep track of what is happening in the

field whilst helping field staff to enhance relationships with

their customers and to minimise the time wasted on

tedious administration."

"Skynamo’s been a great help in building brand loyalty.

We’ve reduced reps’ time in the office from an average of

three hours a day to the amount of time it takes them to

pick up and return their company vehicle. As a result, we’ve

been able to more than double the number of customer

visits we make."
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